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Past TREC experiments by the University of Massachusetts have focused primarily on ad�hoc
query creation� Substantial e�ort was directed towards automatically translating TREC topics
into queries� using a set of simple heuristics and query expansion� Less emphasis was placed
on the routing task� although results were generally good� The Spanish experiments in TREC��
concentrated on simple indexing� sophisticated stemming� and simple methods of creating queries�
The TREC�� experiments were a departure from the past� The ad�hoc experiments involved

�	ne tuning
 existing approaches� and modi	cations to the INQUERY term weighting algorithm�
However� much of the research focus in TREC�� was on the routing� Spanish� and collection merging
experiments� These tracks more closely match our broader research interests in document routing�
document 	ltering� distributed IR� and multilingual retrieval�
The University of Massachusetts� experiments were conducted with version ��� of the INQUERY

information retrieval system� INQUERY is based on the Bayesian inference network retrieval model�
It is described elsewhere �� �� ��� ���� so this paper focuses on relevant di�erences to the previously
published algorithms�

� Description of Ad�Hoc Experiments

For the ad�hoc retrieval experiments� the major change to the system was a new estimation tech�
nique for term weighting� We also continued to re	ne our analysis techniques for the TREC topics�
our use of passage retrieval� and query expansion using InFinder��

��� Query Processing

TREC topics ������� di�er from earlier TREC topics in that the �title� 	elds were removed�
This change makes the TREC topics even more dissimilar from user queries in an online system
than in the past� The TREC topics observe the niceties of grammar� punctuation and� especially�
polite periphrasis� In an online system� users typically discard grammar� punctuation and any
non�functional verbiage in an e�ort to get the information they want�
The removal of the �title� 	eld created a set of topics that resembled essay questions� Much of

our TREC processing this year focussed on creating queries that more closely resemble �real
 online
queries� by stripping o� the polite circumlocution and its accompanying grammar� As a result� in
addition to the standard �stop�phrase
 program distributed with INQUERY� which removes the
occasional polite circumlocution� we resurrected an old program for removing additional verbiage
that is likely to be content�free� especially in questions� For example� in topic ���

�Formerly called PhraseFinder�
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�What procedures should be implemented to insure that proper care is given to
children placed under the au pairs� responsibility�


only the phrase �au pair
 is actually useful� Our second stage stop�phrase processing removes
�what procedures should be implemented�
 which gives a small improvement in performance� but
it is unable to strip the topic down to just the single phrase�
Besides intensi	ed stop�phrase processing� the only innovations this year were slightly improved

part�of�speech tagging �we used JTAG ����� and removal of references to the U�S� �in the past we
have alternately removed them or downweighted them��
The complete topic�to�query process consisted of the following processes in the order speci	ed�

�� Produce words�

�a� Remove stop�phrases�

�b� Remove additional stop�phrases�

�c� Remove references to U�S�� generalize references to U�K� U�N�� U�S�S�R and turn two�
word country names into �PHRASE�

�� Produce phrases�

�a� Tag for part of speech�

�b� Remove stop�phrases�

�c� Remove additional stop�phrases

�d� Make noun groups into �PHRASES� N� N� N� �� �PHRASE�N� N�� �PHRASE
�N� N���

�e� Remove references to U�S�� generalize references to U�K� U�N�� U�S�S�R and turn two�
word country names into �PHRASE�

�f� Remove company su�xes� such as �Inc�


�g� Discard anything that does not form a �PHRASE�

�� Combine words and phrases for each query� using a �SUM operator�

��� InFinder

InFinder� is a technique for corpus�based query expansion �� �� ��� For TREC��� a subset of ��� of
the adhoc document set was used to build the InFinder database� None of the Federal Register and
Patent documents were used� Noun phrases were de	ned as being all single� doubles� and triples
of adjacent nouns as determined by the JTAG part of speech tagger ���� Concepts that occurred
less than �� times or greater than ����� times were eliminated� Terms that co�occured with a noun
phrase more than ������ times were also eliminated�
Queries� created as described above� were used to retrieve phrases from the InFinder database�

The �� most highly ranked noun phrases were added to the queries� When adding noun phrases�
each phrase was enclosed in a �� operator and given a weight that re�ected whether all terms in
the noun phrase occured in the original query �called a �duplicate
 phrase� or contained some or
all new terms �called a �novel
 phrase��

�Formerly called PhraseFinder�



Duplicate phrases were given a weight of � � �

��
� D� where D was the number of duplicate

phrases that preceded it in the phrase ranking� Thus� the 	rst duplicate phrase was given a weight
of ���� the second was ������ the third ����� and so forth�
Similarly� novel phrases were given a weight of ���� ���

��
�N � where N was the number of novel

phrases that preceded it in the phrase ranking� Thus� the 	rst novel phrase was given a weight of
���� the second was ����� the third was ���� and so forth�
The weights used were a function of rank with respect to phrases of the same type �novel or

duplicate� only� For instance� the 	rst novel phrase would have a weight of ��� even if it followed ��
duplicate phrases in the overall ranking� Only the top �� phrases were added� regardless of type�

��� Passage Retrieval

In �� ��� we reported experiments that showed signi	cant improvements in retrieval e�ectiveness
when document rankings based on the entire document text are combined with rankings based on
the best passages in the documents� The TREC�� ad�hoc document retrieval experiments tested a
new approach to using passages in retrieval� The queries used for retrieval were of the form

�SUM ��SUM �Q�� �PASSAGE��� �Q��
where Q is a query created from the TREC topic �Section ���� and Q� is the expanded form of Q
�Section �����
In the past� passage�level evidence was weighted more heavily than document�level evidence�

However� the new term�weighting formula �described below� improved the quality of document�level
evidence su�ciently that even weighting seemed more appropriate�

��� Manual Modi�cations

These queries were generated by simulating some of the modi	cations a user might make to an initial
query in an interactive environment� The starting point for this experiment was the automatically
produced queries �INQ���� described above�� Changes to these initial queries were limited to the
deletion of spurious �in the user�s opinion� words and phrases� modi	cation of weights based on
perceived relative importance� and adding proximity restrictions such as are often used in Boolean
systems� The user spent an average of ��� minutes per query �� hours for �� queries��

��� Estimation

INQUERY relies on a tf�idf formula for estimating the probability that a document is about a
concept� The estimation formulae have been used for several years� with only minor modi	cations
�� �� ��� ���� In TREC��� we began experimenting with new formulae for the adhoc runs� The
TREC�� formulae o�ered only minor improvements over the more traditional formulae ��� so they
were discarded�
Experiments prior to TREC�� suggested that the Okapi treatment of tf �� was most e�ective

with common terms� while the INQUERY treatment of tf was most e�ective with infrequent terms�
For TREC��� we adopted a term weighting formula that is a combination of the two�

idf �
log�C����

df
�

log�C  ����

Ti �
log�tf  ����

log�max tf  ����



To �
tf

tf  ���  ��� � L
avg doclen

ntf � dt  ��� dt� � �idf � Ti  ����� idf� � To�

dt �
log�avg doclen�

��
� e���

df

C

belterm�Q� � ���  ��� � ntf � idf

where

L � the length of the document �in words� including stopwords��
tf � the frequency of term t in the document�
max tf � the frequency of the most frequent term in the document�
df � the number of documents in which term t occurs� and
C � the number of documents in the collection�

Ti is the usual INQUERY tf weight� while To is the Okapi tf weight�
dt is the minimum term frequency component when a term occurs in a document� dt was set to

��� in the past� However� the appropriate value appeared to be collection�dependent� and rarely ����
A goal of our research was to identify automatic methods of determining dt for a given collection�
The method used in TREC�� was based on document length� and the frequency of the term in the
collection� Either of these factors makes some sense on its own� However� the combination was
discovered by accident� and is di�cult to justify�
The �good
 part of this combination is that dt depends upon the average document length

in the collection� In other words� the average document length controls the importance of a ��
variation in tf �
The �bad
 part of this combination is that dt depends partly upon the frequency of the term

in the collection� It is unclear why such an �idf�style
 statistic should be part of the dt�
These adjustments to the estimation formula were tested against more than just the TREC

document collection� In experiments prior to TREC��� they were found to yield improvements
at all levels of recall on the CACM �� query sets�� West FSupp �� query sets�� NPL� and TREC
�� query sets� document collections� These collections vary widely in number of documents and
average document length� suggesting that the new formula might be relatively robust�

� Description of the Routing Experiments

The routing experiments for TREC�� were an extension of past routing e�orts and an incorporation
of new ideas inspired by other TREC research groups� Queries were expanded by adding terms�
adjacent word pairs� and nearby word pairs� The selected concepts were chosen from a large
candidate set by comparing their occurrences in relevant and non�relevant training documents�
Weights were assigned using the Rocchio formula applied to INQUERY�s version ��� weighting
scheme� Finally� the weights were adjusted by 	tting them more closely to the training data using
a technique very similar to one described by Buckley and Salton ���

��� Term selection

The training data for the routing queries consisted of all known relevant documents in TREC disks
���� and the same number of top�ranked non�relevant documents retrieved by the original query
on that database� �Non�relevant documents are those not judged relevant! they may not have been



speci	cally judged non�relevant� The �original query
 refers to the result of creating an INQUERY
structured query from the original TREC topic��
For each query� all terms occurring in the relevant documents were identi	ed� and were then

ranked by their relative occurrences in the relevant and non�relevant documents� That is� by�

dfrel
nr

�
dfnonrel
nnr

where dfrel is the total number of relevant documents containing the term� dfnonrel is that count
in non�relevant documents� nr is the number of relevant documents� and nnr is the number of
non�relevant� The top �� non�query terms in that order were chosen and weighted using a Rocchio
formula�

� �
�

nr

X

rel

belief� � �
�

nnr

X

nonrel

belief

where � � �� � � �

�
� and the belief for term t in doc d was calculated by the formula�

���  ��� � ���� �min���
���

maxtfd
�  ���

log�tft�d  ����

log�maxtfd  ��
� �
log��nt  �����N�

log�N  ��

where tft�d is the number of occurrences of term t in document d� maxtfd is the largest number of
times any term occurs in documents d� nt is the number of documents in the collection containing
term t� and N is the total number of documents in the collection� This equation is the belief
function used by INQUERY version ����

��� Additional concepts

The same process described above was applied to 	nd concepts based upon pairs of terms also�
In this case� candidate pairs were found considering only the ����word passage of the training
document which best matched the original query� From those passages� �� adjacent term pairs
�ordering signi	cant� were chosen� In addition� �� each of word pairs within �� ��� or �� words
�order insigni	cant� were added� Selection and weighting were done exactly as described above�
In all� each query was augmented with ��� new concepts� though there was some overlap� In

query �� for example� �joint venture
 appeared in every category�
The original query and additional concepts were combined in two ways� For o�cial run INQ����

they were put together into a new query of the form�

�wsum� ��� ��� original�query
��� ���terms
��� �����
��� ����uw�
��� ����uw��
��� ����uw�� �

Note that the original query� and each set of �� new concepts all received the same signi	cance in
the query� �The next section mentions how that is changed�� The Rocchio weights for the concepts
were incorporated within each group� so the weights balanced term against term� but not term
against pair�
For run INQ��� all ��� additional concepts were added at the same level� meaning that their

Rocchio weights were deciding the signi	cance of terms and pairs relative to each other� In addition�
the original query structure was �attened so that its components were balanced directly against
the new concepts�



��� Weight adjustments

Inspired by the Dynamic Feedback Optimization approach of Buckley and Salton�� �which was in
turn inspired by the term selection method of City University���� we adjusted the chosen weights
to achieve higher e�ectiveness in the training data� predicting that this e�ort will result in better
e�ectiveness in the test documents�
The approach starts by evaluating the query on the training data� Then some concept weight is

adjusted and the slightly di�erent query is evaluated� If the e�ectiveness has improved� the change
is retained! if the new weight hurts e�ectiveness� the original is restored� In both cases� the next
concept weight is tried� This process repeats until no improvement is made�
The reweighting algorithm operated at the top�level of the query network only� For INQ���

that meant that each concept or query element could have its weight adjusted! for INQ���� the
balance between the query and the various sets of concepts could change�
For e�ciency reasons� the evaluations were done using only the ���� documents retrieved in

response to the new query �prior to reweighting�� Weights were adjusted in � passes� with factors
of ���� ���� ����� ������ and ������� In each pass� each concept or query element was potentially
reweighted by wnew � wprev � pass factor� Unlike Buckley and Salton�s technique� a pass was
continued until no concept�s reweighting improved results� The purpose of stopping sooner than
that is to avoid over	tting the training data! however� the better 	tting was preferable during tests
on other databases�

� Description of the Spanish Experiments

The Spanish retrieval experiments built upon the Spanish work done in TREC�� ��� This year�s
e�ort incorporated InFinder �� for query expansion� and focused on comparing INQUERY ��� �used
in TREC��� with the modi	ed version of INQUERY ��� used for the English adhoc experiments�

��� Query Processing

Query processing for the Spanish topics is similar to that of the English topics and was used to
generate base queries for retrieval� We do not have a Spanish part�of�speech tagger� but the text
in the Spanish topics was analyzed with a simple noun phrase recognizer� Sequences of nouns and
noun�adjective pairs were chosen for the �PHRASE operator�
The English stop phrase heuristics have not been translated into Spanish� but a few simple stop

phrases were removed automatically� A list of the discarded stop phrases is given in Table ��

Spanish English translation

evidencia de evidence of
hay are"is there
indicaciones de indications of
cu#ales son which are
c#omo van how is
tendr#a will it be"have
informaci#on sobre information about

Table �� Stop phrases removed from Spanish topics�



��� Noun Phrase Recognizer

Our noun phrase recognizer uses morphological rules to identify words that are likely to be nouns�
Sequences of capitalized words are suggestive of proper nouns and some word endings are indicative
that a word is likely to be a noun� For example� nearly all Spanish words ending in �d
 are nouns
���� Eleven types of endings were used to identify possible nouns and are given in Table ��

Ending Example

�dor matador �bull 	ghter�
�d verdad �truth�
�ata corbata �tie�
�z arroz �rice�
�sz�mo capitalismo �capitalism�
�miento conocimiento �knowledge�

�cs�i#i�a democracia �democracy�
�cgnstx�io#o�n lecci#on �lesson�
�azo#o�n corazon �heart�
�cida conocida �acquaintance�
�iae�nte pariente �relative�

Table �� Spanish Noun Word Endings

There is some ambiguity in the use of word endings as a heuristic to identify nouns� The
word �denuncia
 can be the noun �report
 or can mean �he"she"you are reporting
� Therefore
we employ syntactic rules to reduce the ambiguity� For example� we require that a de	nite article
precede a noun� In the case of the �cia ending� it is possible for the rule to fail to correctly classify
a word� La denuncia can mean the report� but No la denuncia translates to he�she�you is�are not
reporting her� The syntactic rules are heuristics and may not determine the part of speech to which
a word belongs� but they increase the probability that a word is a noun�
There are several ways to modify a noun in Spanish� Qualitative adjectives generally follow

nouns while quantitative adjectives precede them� Prepositions may also be used in a noun ad�
jective phrase� For example� trabajos de repavimentaci�on can be said to mean �repavement work

where �de
 is a preposition meaning �of
� The recognizer contains rules to recognize these phrasal
constructs� in addition to recognizing nouns and proper nouns�

��� Query Formation

The nouns and noun phrases selected by the recognizer were used in lieu of tagged text� to identify
phrasal concepts for InFinder� For the Spanish retrieval experiments� an InFinder database was
created from the entire ��� MB INFOSEL collection� Table � shows a sample query and the top
�� phrases returned for it� Spanish queries were expanded� using the Spanish InFinder database�
with the same techniques described in Section ��� for expanding English queries�
The 	nal query form combined document�level and passage�level evidence� as was done for the

English experiments �Section ����� The Spanish experiments were conducted with two di�erent
term weighting algorithms� apparently changing the relative worth of document�level and passage�
level evidence� Query set SIN���� which was run against INQUERY ���� gave passage�level evidence
twice the weight of document�level evidence� Query set SIN���� which was run against INQUERY
��� using the modi	ed term weighting formulae described above� weighted them evenly�



Query�
indicaciones de las relaciones
econ#omicas y comerciales de
M#exico con los paises europeos

indications of the economic and
comercial relations between Mexico
and the European countries

belief Phrase Translation

�������� relaciones comerciales commercial relations
�������� relaciones economicas economic relations
�������� naciones europeas european nations

�������� cuenca del pac#i	co paci	c basin
�������� comunidad economica europea european economic community
�������� comunidad europea european community
�������� jacques delors president of the EEC
�������� ronda del uruguay round of talks �GATT� in Uruguay
�������� comunidad europea european community

�������� pa#ises europeos european countries
�������� asuntos mundiales world a�airs
�������� barreras comerciales commercial barrier

�������� grupo de r#io river group
�������� barros valero subsecretary of exterior relations
�������� lazos comerciales commercial ties
�������� economico comerciales incomplete phrase� probably was

�relaciones econ#omico comerciales

�������� cancilleres chancellor
�������� gary hufbauer investigator for the Institute

for International Economies
�������� acuerdos comerciales comercial agreements
�������� viceministros vice�ministers

Table �� Sample Query and Top �� InFinder Phrases

� Description of the Collection�Merging Experiments

In the collection merging track� the document collection was divided by source and"or date into
�� smaller document collections� The goal of the collection merging track was to select one or
more collections to search for a given query� to search� and then to merge the document rankings
returned into a single consistent set of rankings�
Our experiments were all based on testing variations of the techniques described in ��� Five

experiments were conducted� labeled INQ��� � INQ���� Each experiment was conducted with
the INQ��� query set created for the adhoc track� The collection ranking and results merging
algorithms were varied� as described below�

INQ���� A previously published method ��� The �traditional
 INQUERY term weighting for�
mulae were used�

INQ���� Similar to INQ���� except that prior to merging document rankings� a document�s score
was normalized based on the minimum and maximum possible scores a document could obtain
in that collection for that query�

INQ���� Similar to INQ���� except that the �modi	ed
 term weighting formulae �Section ����
were used� which required minor modi	cations to the collection ranking algorithm�



INQ���� Similar to INQ���� except that the �modi	ed
 term weighting formulae �Section ����
were used� which required minor modi	cations to the collection ranking algorithm�

INQ��	� Similar to INQ���� except that the merging algorithm used only the collection�s score
and the document rank with respect to its collection� i�e� the document�s score was not used�

Brie�y� the goal for INQ��� was to produce a more normalized document score from each collection�
INQ��� and INQ��� replicated INQ��� and INQ���� but with the �modi	ed
 term weighting func�
tion discussed in Section ���� INQ��� investigated what could be accomplished if less information
were available for merging rankings�

� Ad�Hoc Results and Discussion

Two sets of results� INQ��� and INQ���� were evaluated in the ad�hoc document retrieval evalua�
tion� The INQ��� results were based on completely automatic processing of the TREC topic state�
ment into a query� automatic query expansion� use of passage�level and document�level evidence�
and adjustments to INQUERY�s estimation formula� INQ��� was a semi�automatic experiment in
which a user was allowed to edit the INQ��� query prior to submitting it to NIST�
The o�cial results for INQ��� and INQ��� are summarized below�

Query Type Average Precision

� Docs 
� Docs ��� Docs ���Pt Avg

INQ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
INQ��� ��� � ������ ��� � ������ ��� � ������ ��� � ������

Limited user modi	cation of INQ��� produced a very signi	cant ����� improvement in average
precision� Most of this improvement appears to be due to �� deleting useless query terms introduced
by query processing or InFinder� and �� grouping query terms with proximity operators� Clearly
there remains room for improvement in automatic query processing techniques�
Query expansion with InFinder was much less e�ective than in the past� The inclusion of

InFinder terms in the query yielded a ���� improvement in average precision �Table ��� compared
to a ���� improvement last year�
Passage retrieval was actually detrimental� Combining passage�level and document�level evi�

dence produced a ���� drop in average precision� as compared with last year�s ����� improvement�
Combining InFinder query expansion and passage retrieval had little e�ect this year� There are

many possible causes� The poor performance of passages alone is a likely cause� However� the new
approach to using InFinder terms �i�e�� not including them in the �passage operator� may also
have been a factor�
The change to the estimation formula� described above� appears not to be the cause for the

lower precision in this year�s results� The new estimation formula provided a ���� increase in
average precision for the basic query processing �QP� above� when compared to the old formula�
Passages� InFinder� and a combination of the two all yielded slightly larger improvements with the
old formula than with the new� but the improvements ������ ����� and ����� respectively� were
unimpressive� Further testing is required to isolate the cause�

� Routing Results and Discussion

Two sets of results� INQ��� and INQ���� were evaluated in the document routing evaluation� Both
sets of results were based on completely automatic processing of the TREC topic statement and
relevance judgements into a query� The o�cial evaluations are summarized below�



Recall Precision ��� queries�
Query QP With QP With QP and IF

Processing InFinder Passage and PS
�QP� �IF� �PS� �All�

� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ � ����
�� ������ ������ � ���� ������ � ���� ������ � ����
�� ������ ������ � ���� ������ � ���� ������ � �����
�� ������ ������ � ����� ������ � ���� ������ � �����
�� ������ ������ � ����� ������ ������ ������ � ����
�� ������ ������ � ����� ������ ������ ������ � �����
�� ������ ������ � ����� ������ � ����� ������ � �����
��� ������ ������ � ����� ������ ������� ������ �������
avg ������ ������ � ���� ������ ������ ������ � ����

Table �� The e�ects of InFinder and passages on retrieval e�ectiveness�

Query Type Average Precision

� Docs 
� Docs ��� Docs ���Pt Avg

INQ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
INQ��� ��� � ����� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� �������

The two methods of forming queries delivered very similar results� INQ��� was signi	cantly better
������ at the � document cuto�� but slightly worse ������ at all other cuto�s and levels of recall�
These di�erences� while consistent� are not considered noticeable or signi	cant�
Recall that the di�erence between INQ��� and INQ��� is primarily in how the dynamic

reweighting was performed� In INQ���� each concept was reweighted independently� In INQ����
they were reweighted in groups� depending upon their types� The small di�erence in e�ectiveness
between the two experiments� suggests that either our dynamic reweighting had little e�ect� or that
the �right
 weight for a concept depends upon its type� i�e� whether it is a ��� �uw�� etc�
The concepts added to the query includes terms� pairs of adjacent terms� and pairs of terms

occurring near each other� The following table demonstrates the relative value of each class of
concepts� There are a few interesting results highlighted by that table� The large percentage
improvements re�ect the �by now unsurprising� value of relevance feedback� Note� though� that
adding pairs of words which occur �nearby
$even as far as �� words apart$has a more pronounced
impact on e�ectiveness than adding single terms or adjacent pairs of terms�
The e�ect of adding pairs and terms is not cumulative� however� although using all of them

does improve e�ectiveness more than any of them alone� Earlier experiments �not reported here�
have suggested that the �uw�� and �uw�� pairs are each of roughly equal value� but that combining
them provides virtually no increase in e�ectiveness over one of them alone� We are investigating
methods for choosing the �best
 proximity for a pair of terms found in relevant documents�
The last row of the table is precisely INQ���� and shows the value of Dynamic Feedback

Optimization� which provided roughly a �� gain over the original weights� There is some evidence
to suggest that our method over	t� but the di�erence appears to be a matter of �����



� docs �� docs ��� docs ���pt

Original query �Q� ���� ���� ���� ����
Q plus �� terms ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus �� ���s ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus �� �uw��s ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus �� �uw���s ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus �� �uw���s ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus all ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����
Q plus all� reweighted ���� ���� ���� ���� � ����

Table �� E�ects of expanding by di�erent concepts

� Spanish Results and Discussion

Two sets of results� SIN��� and SIN���� were evaluated in the Spanish track� Both sets were based
on automatic processing of TREC topics SP���SP�� into queries� automatic query expansion� and
use of document�level and passage�level evidence� SIN��� was evaluated with the normal INQUERY
estimation formula and SIN��� was evaluated with a modi	ed version of that formula� The o�cial
results for both query sets are summarized below�

Query Type Average Precision

� Docs 
� Docs ��� Docs ���Pt Avg

SIN��� ������ ������ ������ ������
SIN��� ������ � ����� ������ ������� ������ ������� ������ �������

Modi	cation of the estimation formula did not improve performance� In fact it led to a slight
decrease in performance overall ������� but the drop is not signi	cant�
Experiments were run after TREC�� to investigate the e�ects of each phase of query processing�

Results are given in Table �� The average precision improves with query processing by ����� and
���� over raw words alone for SIN��� and SIN���� respectively� Although performance on raw
words is ���� higher for SIN��� than for SIN���� the modi	ed evaluation function used for SIN���
leads to a drop in average precision ������� with respect to SIN��� for each stage of query
processing�
Passage retrieval led to the best performance� It yielded a �� improvement in average precision

for both SIN��� and SIN���� The modi	ed evaluation function of the latter yielded lower average
precision ������ with passage�level and document�level query modi	cation than did the original
INQUERY evaluation function�
Query expansion with InFinder resulted in a drop in performance for both query sets ������

and was worst at low levels of recall� This drop in performance is probably be due to low recall
of noun phrases� Noun phrases were identi	ed using a simple noun recognizer that only identi	es
roughly ��� of the nouns in any document �Section ����� As a result� InFinder may fail to consider
many good noun phrases during indexing� and may also overestimate the importance of those noun
phrases it does consider� Either would cause performance to drop� Tables � and � show the e�ects
of query modi	cation on performance for SIN��� and SIN��� respectively�
We are currently working on building an InFinder database using a POS tagger to identify

nouns� The tagger should have much higher noun recall which is expected to improve results for
InFinder query modi	cation�



Recall Precision ��� queries� Precision ��� queries�
SIN��� SIN���

Raw RW W"O NS WITH Raw RW W"O NS WITH
Words Stop Phrases �PHRASE op Words Stop Phrases �PHRASE op
�RW� �NS� �QP� �RW� �NS� �QP�

� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� ������� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ������ ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������
�� ��� ��� � ������ ���� � ������ ��� ��� � ����� ���� � ������
�� ��� ��� � ������ ��� � ������ ��� ��� � ����� ��� � ������
��� ��� ��� � ����� ��� � ������� ��� ��� ������� ��� � �����
avg ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������ ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Table �� The e�ect of query processing on the retrieval e�ectiveness of SIN��� and SIN����

Recall Precision ��� queries�
Query QP With QP With QP and IF

Processing InFinder Passage and PS
�QP� �IF� �PS� �All�

� ���� ���� �������� ���� � ����� ���� �������
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� �������
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � ������
�� ��� ��� � ������ ��� � ����� ��� � ������
��� ��� ��� � ������ ��� � ����� ��� � ������
avg ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Table �� The e�ects of passages and InFinder on the retrieval e�ectiveness of SIN����



Recall Precision ��� queries�
Query QP With QP With QP and IF

Processing InFinder Passage and PS
�QP� �IF� �PS� �All�

� ���� ���� �������� ���� ������� ���� ��������
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� �������
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ������ ���� � �����
�� ���� ���� ������� ���� � ������ ���� � ������
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������ ���� � ������
�� ���� ���� � ����� ���� � ������ ���� � ������
�� ��� ��� � ������ ��� � ������ ��� � ������
��� ��� ��� � ������� ��� � ������ ��� � �������
avg ���� ���� ������� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Table �� The e�ects of passages and InFinder on the retrieval e�ectiveness of SIN����

	 Collection Merging Results and Discussion

Five sets of results� INQ��� � INQ���� were evaluated in the collection�merging document retrieval
evaluation� After the results were submitted� we discovered that we inadvertently submitted the
INQ��� results twice� as INQ���� and as INQ���� In the tables below� INQ���c is an uno�cial
run showing what we intended to submit �the �corrected
 run�� The o�cial INQ��� results are not
shown� because they are identical to INQ����
The INQ��� adhoc run was treated as the baseline run� It gives the results of treating the

subcollections as a single collection� the traditional IR paradigm� The o�cial evaluations� and one
uno�cial run� are summarized below�

Query Type Average Precision

� Docs 
� Docs ��� Docs ���Pt Avg

INQ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
INQ��� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ��������
INQ��� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ��������
INQ��� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ��������
INQ��� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ��������
INQ���c ��� �������� ��� ������� ��� ������� ��� ��������

The data support several conclusions�

� The �modi	ed
 term weighting functions were more e�ective than the �traditional
 term
weighting functions at very low recall ����� documents�� After that� they were generally
worse�

� Normalizing the document score based on the maximum and minimum scores that the query
could generate in the collection was marginally useful with �traditional
 term weighting� and
more consistently useful with �modi	ed
 term weighting� However� the e�ects were small in
both cases�



� Merging rankings based on document rank was signi	cantly worse than merging based on
document score� This is not a surprising result! indeed� the result is consistent with what
others have found ����

In general� we were pleased with the results� The best methods �INQ��� and INQ���� are not
signi	cantly worse than the single collection results until nearly ��� documents are retrieved� Even
the worst method �INQ���� is probably adequate for interactive use�


 Summary and Conclusions

We continue to believe in highly structured queries� sophisticated query processing� and in combin�
ing multiple sources of evidence� However� the adhoc experiments showed that we still have much
to learn about these subjects� Query processing and structured queries were generally useful� but
query expansion and passage�level evidence were not�
The routing track occupied more of our attention this year� which appears to have paid o�� How�

ever� the relative similarity of our routing runs raises questions about the new dynamic reweighting
algorithm� Much of the routing e�ectiveness may be due more to traditional factors� e�g�� better
term selection or using a wide range of proximity operators� than to the reweighting algorithm�
The Spanish track is a useful part of our research on foreign languages and IR� Last year we

were happy to have Spanish results� This year� we wanted the same high level of e�ectiveness that
we see in English� We expected the Spanish InFinder to help signi	cantly� but it did not� suggesting
that more research is required�
The collection merging experiments were a 	rst step down the path to e�ective networked

retrieval systems� The 	rst step was surprisingly good� given the brevity and di�culty of the adhoc
queries� However� there were so few collections that no strong conclusions can be drawn� We would
like to see at least ��� �presumably smaller� collections in future evaluations�
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